The study of dancers' relationships with their noncharacter solo roles in leotard ballets by George Balanchine and William Forsythe reveals a dynamic cluster of flexible and multifaceted conceptualisations. Performers' process includes a range of abstract images, nonfictional and docufictional ideas, metaphoric allusions and storyboarding constructions. Drawing upon Michael Kirby's concept of non-matrixed performing (1987), as well as on ideas from dance aesthetics, narratology, theatre and film theories, noncharacter roles are understood as partly flexible, diverse performing frameworks that contain ambiguity but do not promote characterisation. The findings suggest that the dissolution of character traits in plotless choreography often serves as a catalyst for the performers' polyvalent expressions of their artistic identities, value systems and agency. Observation of performances, in conjunction with the direct interviews with expert dancers from several international ballet companies, brings to light the links between the performer's ideas and the effects observable in the dance. Attention to the performers' approaches and aspects of the work which they wish to emphasise reveals less observed aspects of dance texts and illuminates the nature of the ballet dancer's qualitative contribution in non-narrative choreography.
I Introduction
Asked to reminisce about past performing, ballet dancer Frederic Franklin spoke with seeming bemusement about his earliest leading 'noncharacter' dance parts. Performed by Franklin as a principal dancer with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo during the 1940s, George Balanchine's Serenade (1934) and Danses concertantes (1944) as suites of dances without indicated story lines featured leading performers as protagonists of the dance action, rather than as portrayers of dramatic characters in a story. Franklin's recollection indicates that this was an unusual task for a principal dancer at the time: prior to these ballets he had 'never been on the stage as nothing' -the dancers 'were always something' or at least had a metaphor, or 'a theme' as a reference with which to work. As Franklin pointed out, in these Balanchine's ballets, however, there was only the performer on the stage, or as he said, '… nothing, but me!' (Franklin with Reynolds, in Reynolds and Brooks, 1997 [film] ). The choreographer's reticence about the dances' meanings additionally deterred the performers from characterisation, and they had to find individual ways to relate to such roles. In Franklin's case, as he indicated further, the movement was 'interesting' and 'so inventive' that it provided a lead which 'took the place of any kind of portrayal that one might have expected' (1997 [film] ).
Franklin's vivid story about his past performing experiences provides an overture to this article in which I explore the relationship of twentieth-and twenty-first-century ballet dancers with their noncharacter roles. Borne out of the decomposition of fabulae, or the linear, chronologically-based narrative content of 'stories ' (after Culler 1981) , leading noncharacter parts have been on the rise, particularly through the twentieth century, in the genre vernacularly known as abstract ballet. The modalities of performing in such choreography so ! 2 far have not been analysed in depth. Noncharacter, a borrowed term -used by Franklin's interviewer historian Nancy Reynolds -here serves as a starting point for an exploration into a particular performing framework. Similarly to many other terms, including abstraction, nonnarrativity or plotlessness, the noncharacter too is used implicitly in many dance discussions. It appears thus in Reynolds's interview with Franklin, as well as elsewhere in dance writing -Marcia Siegel, for instance, in her contemplation of Jerome Robbins's Dances at a Gathering (1979) applies to it a loose denotation of 'noncharacter ballet' (Siegel, 1979, 314) .
As I hope to show later, noncharacter in dance may be understood as a term which captures a range of approaches, entities and ideas that do not amount to the character, or to characterisation, as a mode of expressive interpretation. Since 'non-' in 'noncharacter' directly positions the term in contrast to 'character', yet does not quite imply an 'anti-' stance, it contains an element of ambiguity which is useful to consider briefly. In narratological studies of literature, drama and film, the character is quite clearly defined -it is theorised as a construction of identifiable physiognomic and psychological characteristics of personhood that arise in narrative texts (in Margolin, 2007 and Fludernik, 2007, for instance) . In his structural analysis of the levels of narrative, Roland Barthes speaks of a 'psychological consistency ' (1977, 256) which is formed through the character's reactions to story events and situations, thus assisting in the construction of the narrative. As theorist Mieke Bal expands in her study of literary and dramatic narratology, characters are not real entities. Rather, they are effects -'character-effects', constituted through the narrative: the story does not materialise without characters as carriers of the narrative action. As an agent of the story, the character in turn remains recognisable across the work and an effect of an individual real, or imaginary persona is achieved (Bal, 2009, 113) . ! 3 For the character to materialise, therefore, certain conditions have to be met, and many are directly related to the fabula, or the story content in the narrative organisation of the text. That is a significant distinction for this article too: character/characterisation emerges under specific narrative conditions in dance as well. When such conditions are not met, we do not encounter the character, but rather may speak in terms of the noncharacter -a gradational, or dimensional term, used in varied contexts and without a firm definition in literary narratology, drama and film. The term noncharacter sometimes distinguishes the levels of action in the nonlinear emplotment in films which do not follow 'character arc patterns common to mainstream feature film cinema ' (in Meachem, 2013: 629) . Elsewhere, the term describes an ambiguous identity and agency of the narrator in particular literary works (Fludernik, 2007; Phelan, 2013) , or in Hollywood films (Bordwell and Thompson, 2012) . Although it would be interesting to analyse similar possible appearances across dance genres, a full theory of diverse dance noncharacters is beyond this article's scope. Nevertheless, this partly flexible concept helps facilitate the discussion of ballet roles which do not quite amount to characters, or characterisation. This article's purpose is to look deeper into ballet performers' conceptualisations of such roles. I will argue that there is a more complex relationship between a dancer and the noncharacter than has been noticed thus far in dance studies. Whether the peak of 'abstract' choreographic explorations is behind us or not, such a consideration is of notable importance today: its timeliness lies in the vivid presence of plotless ballets in the current international repertoire. If it is agreed that the dancer has an important influence over the illumination of the dance text , 1 then the performers' conceptualisations of noncharacter roles may significantly impact Adina Armelagos and Mary Sirridge in polemic with Joseph Margolis (in Sheets-Johnstone, 1984) discuss the 1 dynamic qualitative aspects of the dancer's style as distinctive from the style of the choreographer as well as the style of the choreographic work. More recently, Graham McFee (2011) acknowledges the dancer's distinctive contribution, but emphasises the instantiation of the choreographic text as the primary role, over the qualitative contribution of the performer.
! 4 dissemination, critical interpretation and understanding of such choreography. I will argue that noncharacter parts, if analysed through dancers' approaches, open many possibilities. They do not necessarily lead to the rejection or negation of 'character', although they never quite amount to it. Rather, the dissolution of character traits in choreography serves to many performers as a catalyst for the construction of fluid and multidirectional conceptualisations of their dancing parts. Noncharacter roles, in this repertoire, thus may be described as a constellation, a dynamic cluster of stimulating associations that support expression in performance. By looking at performers' ideas and aspects of the work which they wish to emphasise, we also find out more about the dance text, as well as about the position of the dancer as its contributor.
As a case study, I focus upon one particular lineage: late twentieth century practice-clothes leotard ballets. This sub-genre with a particularly spare aesthetic flourished on the stages of Western Europe and the United States of America from the mid-1940s and is still explored to date. As explained in more detail later, this genre is particularly interesting for the analysis of performers' conceptualisations because dancers seem to have very few references to stories, or allusions to dramatic characters, types or personalities. The main examples will be soloist roles from two choreographic repertoires, by George Balanchine (1904 Balanchine ( -1983 and William
Forsythe ( 1949-) . Due to their aesthetic links and differences, these choreographers' practiceclothes ballets, as a collection of celebrated works, offer interesting terrain for consideration. Somewhat Elevated (1987) and the second detail (1991) , span more than four decades, and 3 are consistently present across the international repertoire and performed by many dancers.
Although Balanchine and Forsythe may not have aimed to contribute to a particular sub-genre, these works are paradigmatic for the above aesthetic. Their emphasis is on the dance movement and structural aspects of choreography, rather than on the articulation of a story. In Balanchine's ballets in question the viewer's attention is focused on choreomusicological and compositional aspects (as explained in Jordan, 2000 Jordan, , 2002 . The works are performed on a bare stage with a backdrop of a coloured cyclorama; dancers wear sparely designed costumes which reference rehearsal dress. Dance writer Joan Acocella observed that the editing out of elaborate costuming and 'the stripped-down look that was said to constitute the abstraction of his work -no story, no acting, no set' is the choreographer's 'way of banishing pseudo-explanations' and 'focusing on the event itself' (Acocella, 1997, online Barocco, 1941) as mechanical and dehumanised, because to her they promoted the aestheticism of movement divorced from meaning (Kirkland 1986, 94) . There are also contrasting examples. Suzanne Farrell, Balanchine's close collaborator, felt that 'becoming a character' did not necessarily allow her all other possibilities opened in the moment of performance. Rather than finding narratives in her plotless roles, Farrell's theme, in her words, was 'to find something new' each time (Farrell with Daniel, 1993, film plausible. For one, Franklin's quote suggests that non-narrative performing was a novel and surprising task for an early twentieth-century dancer. While not necessarily an unusual concept for the leading performers in various dance forms (including many social and folk dances), in ballet lead noncharacter parts as possibly non-mimetic entities arguably belong to the relatively recent era. The perceived domination of the representational style in performance arises through the claims of continuity of narrative traditions in ballet history (in Carter, 1998 , Cohen, 1983 [1953 and Foster, 1998, for instance ) . This is a potentially 9 specious idea, however. Ballet history integrates moments of ambivalence toward mimetic performing. Charting of a tangled territory of narrative ballet tradition also has to take into account some strong discontinuities, including dancers' complex relationships with the choreographic texts in early ballets (in Franko, 1993 and Nye, 2011 ) , certain shifts away 10 from intellectualism and toward virtuosity after the French Revolution (Chapman, 1988, 372-373) , and interests in ballet's aesthetic analogies with poetry and metaphor (propagated by Théophile Gautier and Stéphane Mallarmé) during 19th century Romanticism. Furthermore, ballet history is dotted with smaller non-narrative dancing parts within full evening worksfor instance, plotless divertissements, integrated into many 19th century operas and ballets, would have exposed dancers to the idea of noncharacter performing. Nevertheless, in the leading roles the dancers still shaped their roles through thematic and character anchors. Such an approach continued into the twentieth century, as Franklin's surprise suggests above.
Curtis Carter suggests that ballet's narrative tradition stems from the seventeenth-century theories of Claude-9 François Ménestrier who advocated an integration of Antique principles of dramatisation into ballet, offering stimulation to the mind, rather than 'just' pleasing the senses ' (1998, 22) . Selma Jeanne Cohen emphasised the continuity of mimesis in ballet as the art of 'imitation' (1983[1953] ). Susan Leigh Foster in her study of dance narrativity underlined the dancing masters' historical need to become convincing dramatists, while the dancer's artistry was most admired when their storytelling was as sophisticated as the art of theatre actors (1998, 70) .
Mark Franko's research on Baroque ballet includes insights about the dancer's 'self' and the ludic relationships 10 with abstract themes and design elements in specific dance texts (Franko 1993, 79) . Edward Nye's study of ballet d'action includes consideration of the dancer's complex relationship to the 'character' in 18th century dances. ! 9
As noticed by dance historian Geraldine Morris in her studies of Frederick Ashton's style (2000, 2012) , many twentieth-century ballet performers (and I would add their spectators too ) have learnt to contemplate artistic expression by embracing 'the idea of character 11 interpretation', while not as many have considered expression as a response to the qualitative layers of the dance text (2000, 281) . The matters here, again, are complex. From the above examples of Farrell and Kirkland in the Balanchine company, we may see that contrasting experiences may exist even within any one ballet company. Farrell, who embraced noncharacter performing, also was a vocal supporter of Balanchine's training methodologies (Farrell, 1990) ; Kirkland, as an opponent of the style, incidentally rejected Balanchine's daily classes as arduous and unhelpful (Kirkland, 1986) .
The probable influence of conceptual and physical training is thus interesting, but again a very complex factor, particularly today when any one professional ballet company includes performers from heterogeneous dance school backgrounds. A variable exposure to the diverse strategies of refinement coaching exists prior to joining the company and in it . All these 12 aspects stand within the institutional context of the dancer's daily work in a company as a system of social relationships and hierarchies. Such a kaleidoscopic backdrop behind any one dancer's work is further complicated by individual changes in the performing style, personal circumstances and interests across time. As noted by Armelagos and Sirridge (1984) from an individual's perspective (2002, 17) .
The causes behind dancers' approaches to their noncharacter roles, as well as qualitative assessments of their performing contributions, therefore, require a separate study. This article turns toward that which can be established more readily: (a) by the twentieth century, at least some, thematic or character attributes guided many performers in leading ballet roles; (b) in contemporary ballet performance, many dancers still apply binary distinctions between their roles as types which require different conceptual approaches, and (c) in any role, the Analytic philosopher Graham McFee goes even further to suggest that not all performances are 13 'interpretations'. To McFee, the dancer's primary contribution is to instantiate a dance work, or to help materialise 'the dance into a form with which the rest of us can interact'. Although performers infuse dances with 'craft mastery' (a combination of physical properties, and technical expertise and style), the 'distinctive performer's interpretation' appears only if this craft mastery is 'sufficiently distinctive' as to reveal 'a new nuance to the role' (McFee, 2011, 169). ! 11 possibility of interpretation begins from the negotiation of meaning, which is informed by a network of influences, including the individual performer's 'memory, experience, knowledge, expectations and culture' (Preston-Dunlop and Sanchez-Colberg, 2002, 17) .
III The noncharacter: a shift toward the plurality of performing modes
The idea that dance roles may be conceptualised as binary types is implicitly reinforced in Carole Hamby's (1984) counting all at once' (Sokolova and Buckle, 1960, 166) . These accounts fall in line with
Hamby's point that in character parts the performer 'needs to be imaginatively and critically aware of the dance in terms of narrative and dramatic aspects', but also has to be mindful of 'the formal structure of the dance design' (1984, 43) . For these reasons, suggests Hamby, the dancer's work in narrative dances is compatible with the approaches of dramatic theatre actors (1984, 41) .
All dance roles arguably require the performer's multitasking. Hamby, however, highlights a clear distinction between the above 'character parts' and the roles from 'abstract or specifically architectural' dances. The works from the latter category 'make demands on performers which are comparable to the demands of musical composition' on music performers (1984, 41) . In such dances, suggests Hamby, a performer should shift the focus away from mimesis and the performing contribution should be expressed through qualitative inflections within the set movement material. Otherwise, '
[i]f a dancer places too much emphasis on characterization, narration or dramatic effect, other important aspects of the dance may fail to be performed' (Hamby, 1984, 42) . Caspersen's account of a plurality of performing experiences may be related to Michael Kirby's (1987) theory of the performing styles in the late 20th-century 'formalist theatre'.
Kirby suggests that 'in almost all performances the degree of complexity varies somewhat ! 14 from moment to moment' (1987, 11) . The 'degree to which the external symbolization is supported and reinforced (or contradicted) by the performer's behaviour' may determine different degrees of character identification in a role (Kirby, 1987 4) . In his chapter 'Acting and Not-Acting', Kirby offers one core distinction: 'acting' is a narrower mode than 'performing'. To Kirby 'to act' means a specific thing -'to feign, to simulate, to represent, to impersonate' (1987, 3) . Performing, however, may include a broader variety of stage behaviour. To show the plurality of modes, Kirby diffuses the initial binary of acting/notacting into 'an axis' of performing behaviours, which comprises five core modalities according to the 'degree' of 'representation, simulation, impersonation' (1987, 11 third not-acting mode, 'received acting', describes the development of roles whose direction is very detailed -by simply embodying it, a performer produces an effect of 'acting', whether the characterisation is attempted or not (Kirby, 1987, 4 ). Kirby's received acting may be recognised in dancers' descriptions of particular solos, for instance, Fokine's The Dying Swan.
Alicia Markova describes her work in the choreography which was specified to the finest details: in tandem with costuming, a dancer simply embodying the minutiae of the choreographic direction would achieve characterisation (Markova, 1986, 98) .
Out of these three not-acting approaches, for this study Kirby's 'non-matrixed performing', the first mode, is the most interesting. Kirby's exemplification of this modality includes a range of 'formalist' theatre forms, from specific noncharacter parts in Japanese Noh, to the performing style in postmodern 'Happenings'. Their common denominator is that the performers tend to '"be" nobody or nothing other than themselves ' (1987, 3) . The performers work without visible references and do not 'represent, or pretend to be in a time or place different from that of the spectator' (1987, 3) . Although spectators may project their own interpretations onto people seen on the stage, selected ballets by Balanchine and Forsythe also feature dancers as agents of performance, who carry out the choreography without simulating or impersonating others, or pretending to exist in another time. The human figure, or rather the dancer as a person, is clearly presented, but the contextual referents are reduced to accentuate a particular choreographic point. The context left to be read is that the ballet dancer is a culturally-specific figure, a member of the contemporary Western theatre dance world, seen in the moments of work on stage (Tomic-Vajagic 2014b). Even when there are spare ! 16 design details as elliptical references -as in Forsythe's ballets (a sole abstract painting in the background of Steptext, the row of chairs and the square board with an inscription 'THE' in the second detail, or a single pair of golden cherries hanging above the dancers In the Middle...), they do not help to construct a narrative or lead to characterisation . 16 Jill Johnson was a dancer in the original NBOC and FB versions and now is a frequent stager for the second detail. She suggests that dancers in the ballet 'don't have stage personas and their entrances and exits aren't formalised; they walk simply in and out of scenes':
As there is no narrative, it is important to look for the themes -the thematic choreographic passages, and to notice how the choreography relates to musicality. (Johnson, 2008, online from the rest of the work, my analytical aim is to focus on dancers' conceptualisations of their solos.
Whether or not some aspects of their choreographies might be understood as referential attributes, the choreographers' published statements reveal that character effects were not in their primary focus in this repertoire. Even the arguably most metaphorically allusive example, The Four Temperaments, is according to Balanchine, simply a musical study of theme and variations, in which the composer (Paul Hindemith) denoted the dynamics and tempi by the names of the medieval temperaments (Balanchine in Reynolds, 1999, 161). 18 Around the time when he stripped this ballet into today's practice-clothes version, Balanchine expressed his choreographic interest in 'the basic elements of the dance in its aesthetic manifestations, that is, in the beauty of movement, in the unfolding of rhythmical patterns, and not in their possible meaning or interpretation' (1992 [1951], 40) . Recognising that story effects may be read in his works, Balanchine stated, 'I am less interested in the portrait of any real character than in the choreographic idea behind the dance action' (1992 [1951] , 40).
The choreographer's idea, often translated through the staging expert's direction, certainly influences the performer -a sense of care for it is revealed in most interviews. In the 'Phlegmatic' solo in the NBOC version of The Four Temperaments, Aleksandar Antonijevic was coached by the repetiteur Joysanne Sidimus. In our conversation, Antonijevic reveals that in his process with Sidimus he articulated a fine, yet in his view crucial, distinction: there is a difference between conveying a character (the 'phlegmatic man') and expressing the 'phlegmatic temperament'. The role was difficult because the expression 'has to be subtle':
while some characteristics of the 'temperament' have to 'be visible', a dancer 'over-doing it' According to Balanchine, Hindemith 'named the variations. He invented themes, made variations, and called them 18 "the four temperaments." "The four temperaments" is a gothic thing; instead of writing in Italian or German -"allegro," "presto," "schnell" (fast) -he wrote a temperament -not that somebody's good or bad, but a temperament as applied to music' (Balanchine, cited in Reynolds, 1999, 161) . ! 19
is 'out of place'; yet, 'not doing anything' translates into an 'abstract dance -which it isn't' (Antonijevic, interview, 23 October 2009).
While caring for the intention behind the dance, therefore, the performers also act as coproducers of the dance's meaning. This aspect is not exclusive to the work with repetiteurs, but is also revealed in the discussions about the direct work with the choreographer. For instance, describing the process in the Balanchine studio, his close collaborator, Maria
Tallchief, explained in a published interview that the dancer would often read the meaning through the choreography: Similar negotiations to those observed in Balanchine's ballets are noticed in Forsythe's ballets.
Steptext -a structurally-led exploration, as the choreographer suggested, also includes a loose theme of the ballerina's 'incredible desire to dance' (Forsythe in Sadler's Wells Screen, 2010, online). Various ballerinas, who performed the ballet, were not necessarily led to construe the ! 20 role through this theme, however. Describing her approach in the opening improvisational solo as the Steptext 'ballerina', a former principal dancer with the RB Deborah Bull explained that she does not recall much discussion about the meaning of the sequence with Forsythe in the studio, although surely 'I would have asked for more detail'. The task she remembers was 'describing the edges of a box': Bull was asked to visualise an image of 'a cardboard box' in front of her and to describe gesturally 'its angles and its spaces, its uprights and verticals' (Bull, interview, 17 May 2011) .
The influence of social relationships between various agents in the work also emerged as an important factor. This is seen by studying two different filmed performances of Bull in
Steptext. Choreography's social structure may strongly influence dancers' interpretations particularly in the ensemble works, including the second detail. In this ballet, a group of thirteen performers 'extend each part of the body to their personal limits' (NBOC, 1991, programme notes). There is a sense of cacophony of groupings performing simultaneously in counterpoint. Individual dancers break from their groups, engaging in short virtuosic solos, duets or trios. Critic Konvalina performed the choreography with particular speed and virtuosity, in several instances asserting himself as a soloist, by bursting out vigorously while still performing in a confined space and without intrusion to a nearing group. As he said, there is a 'double challenge': 'being a soloist, usually you don't have to be with anyone', but in this work even the 'standing out' possibilities still firmly remain within a group. In contrast with Forskitt, Konvalina says, 'I did not feel much part of the ensemble, as much as the second detail is about it.' I felt like I was part of this group, or part of that group... then reacting to this one... And so, I think I always wanted to be part of the group movement... make sure that I'm on the same music, on the same rhythm as the other people... In some way, it's a challenge [for a principal dancer] to say, "...I can do that -I can be a part of the group"... I think the second detail was more about community, and how to be a part of that (Konvalina, interview, 23 October 2009). Rodriguez travelled through the music by finding dynamic contrasts between sustained and sudden movements, as well as direct and flexible affinities. In the interview Rodriguez shared that, at the time, her dancing was not guided by any particular conscious idea. The ballerina described her approach as instinctive rather than planned -she enjoyed the music and performing with her partner, but did not try to map out the role or offer imagery (interview, 2007 , published in Tomic-Vajagic, 2008 ).
Rodriguez's non-conceptual approach, nevertheless, did not change the strong impact of her performing. She brought a distinctive contribution to Balanchine's text. Rather than judging ! 24 the dancer who does not offer verbal explications, therefore, it is possible to recognise the approach as non-verbal and less planned. Such contribution may relate to the findings by cognitive scientist David Kirsh, who collaborated with Wayne McGregor's Random Dance.
Kirsh's studio research suggests that some dancers embody the choreography by 'thinking non-verbally' (2011, online) . Particular dancers sustain periods of short-and long-term creativity during the process, and many times they 'don't think in words'; rather, dancers perceive and process information through their physical actions and think in 'visual, tactile or somato-sensory forms' (Kirsh, 2011, online) . As Rodriguez's example indicates, the dancer may imprint strongly on a role while shaping the noncharacter dance through an embodied, rather than analytical process. Daniel Dennett's philosophical study of 'consciousness' may help us to understand this approach further. Dennett considers the significance of 'unconscious perceptual events'. These events are not necessarily analytical -rather, they may occur as a result of complex combinations of pre-existing knowledge of chains of events (Dennett, 1991, 308) . Dennett exemplifies by speaking of extremely fast, seemingly unplanned and momentarily-activated actions, which are informed by our pre-existing knowledge . The fact that the dance action is not always analytical, but sometimes relies on 19 the performer's tacit knowledge and physical ability relates to the idea of the dancer's body as a 'cognitive medium' (after Kirsh, 2011, online) .
In most interviews, however, dancers offered quite formed conceptual images of their individual roles. Below are five separate patterns of noncharacter conceptualisations most
The rapid actions that do not rely on planning but respond to our perception are exemplified by Dennett 19 through a simple example: 'Suppose you tip over your coffee cup on your desk. In a flash, you jump up from the chair, narrowly avoiding the coffee that drips over the edge. You were not conscious of thinking that the desk top would not absorb the coffee, or that coffee, a liquid obeying the law of gravity, would spill over the edge, but such unconscious thoughts must have occurred -for had the cup contained table salt, or the desk been covered with a towel, you would not have leaped up. Of all your beliefs -about coffee, about democracy, about baseball, about the price of tea in China -these and a few others were immediately relevant to your circumstances, if we are to cite them in an explanation of why you leaped up, they must have been momentarily accessed or activated or in some way tapped for a contribution to your behavior [sic], but of course this happened unconsciously' (Dennett, 1991, 308) . ! 25 frequently observed in the interviews conducted so far. The approaches and ideas below are not fixed. Rather, they are presented separately for the purpose of clarity, still keeping in mind that they sometimes overlap, even across a single role for any one performer. Unlike Kirby, I do not visualise this collection as a gradation, or an axis, according to the degrees of representationality. Rather, I propose an image of a constellation, composed of heterogeneous clusters of various conceptual modalities that defy a closed taxonomy.
a/ ABSTRACT IDEAS AND REFERENCES
Hamby's hypothesis that performers in abstract works focus on aesthetic and structural attributes of the dance is also apparent in this research. Here this was not a dominant approach, however, but one of five patterns. Some dancers emphasise that practice-clothes ballets, due to their spare decorative details, direct the performer's attention toward structural aspects. Merrill Ashley felt that leotard ballets oriented her toward the musical connections of movement -'the rhythms and the motions of the steps' (Ashley, interview, 28 October 2011).
Ashley's approach in the 'Sanguinic' variation from The Four Temperaments (on recording Ardolino and Brockway, 1977 ) is a good illustration. Although a non-narrative dance, 'Sanguinic' begins as a duet which resembles a playful encounter -a sense of symmetry between the two instruments in the music (piano and violin) is mirrored in the relationship of two partners. The dancers (Ashley and Daniel Duell here) seem to communicate through mutual teasing. Advancing across back stage toward each other, they start and stop repeatedly.
As they unite in the centre, the woman kicks her legs high in six grands développés slightly shifting the direction of travel, while her partner sticks his foot in front of hers each time, as if to trip her up in a childish repartee. In this section, Ashley emphasises a broad, transverse dimension of her personal space, which projects an impression of freedom. Through mobile hip hinges and thrusts she favours bold movement and appears to roam in different directions ! 26
as the variation unfolds. In conversation, Ashley explains that she did not contemplate a particular meaning: 'much of the early part is about shifting weight and off-balance movement.' Her attention was directed toward the 'suspensions, falling and leaning' through the music, and alternating between being 'pulled toward something' and 'pulled in many directions'. The music is a 'life force, rhythm and impetus behind what you're doing' (Ashley, interview, 28 October 2011) .
Expectedly, due to Balanchine's cultivation of musicality in his company, music was a dominant guide for many NYCB performers. Maria Calegari, the performer of 'Bransle Gay' spoke of her variation as a small 'jewel' in the middle of Agon. The dance is choreographed to Stravinsky's intricate exploration of high-pitched music of woodwind instruments and castanets (and in isolated moments, strings). Owing to the castanet sound as an underlying rhythmic pattern, this section is often associated with a 'Spanish' flair (Denby, 1983, 449) .
Calegari, in comparison with other dancers in the same role, particularly emphasised legato possibilities (see Ardolino and Brockway, 1983) . As analysed by Jordan (2002, film) , several dancers perform the role through staccato accentuation. Calegari, however, glides through the music, and sometimes smooths the edges of the phrases. In her interview, the ballerina explained that she did not imagine stories to 'fill in' her role. With the focus firmly on the music, Calegari says she 'often didn't get to the "images": I'm listening … and that takes up the whole thing' (interview, 14 December, 2011 travel. There are plenty of turns and half-turns, followed by swift changes in the port de bras which are in synergy with strong hip thrusts and high leg extensions. As a result, the dance is manifested through a range of small movement bursts and surprises. Gates's approach particularly leads us to perceive new nuances in between short phrases: quick and fluid travelling between the steps is sometimes followed by rushing through the complex arm movements, then slowing down to allow the music to catch up. Gates's conceptual idea of 'polyrhythmic structure' and dynamic is mirrored in the effects seen in her dance: her conceptual idea was analogous to the nuances observed in her performance. Sometimes structural musical inspiration felt by the dancer is less obvious to the viewer, however. Jill
Johnson offered an example of a dancer finding 'musicality' in various ways in performancein the 'Second Act' of Artifact (1984) (from which some of Steptext movement material originates), there is a famous choreographic intervention: a succession of strong stage curtain drops cuts the viewing experience, while dancers unperturbed carry out a series of dynamic duets to the violin concerto. To Johnson as a performer, the curtain falls represented a metronomic effect, or 'giant, very obvious punctuations of the music' (Johnson, interview, 30 December 2008). diminutive ' (1998, 201) . It is plausible, therefore, that this alternative 'idea of femininity' is ! 30 embedded in the dance text, but also that the dancers' embodiment of the material illuminates this possibility.
The use of autobiographical references in interpretation is not exclusive to noncharacter roles.
A related approach is established in particular acting methods which have an objective to express dramatic fictional characters more realistically. Jerzy Grotowski's method, for instance, encourages performers to act 'neither in the character nor in the non-character' but rather to use personal experiences to achieve a more convincing characterisation (Richards and Grotowski, 1995, 77; Sorgel, 2015) . The difference is significant, nevertheless. In the leotard ballets studied here the dancers' non-matrixed performing aims for no characterisation. As Ashley said, in practice-clothes leotard ballets a dancer is 'much more of a blank slate' -'you don't have to be, or feel, frilly or pink or green, or anything … but yourself' (Ashley, interview, 28 October 2011). Martine Lamy, expressed that the combination of the costume and the stage design affected the degree to which she would feel as 'a character'. As soon as she had 'a tutu and had a tiara on' Lamy 'had to' feel as though she were someone else: 'I would feel in a way more precious than I've ever been experiences, a dancer may build a self-image by combining autobiographical and fictional idea of an alternative persona. Lamy is the NBOC originator of the dance later known as the 'Tracy' variation in the second detail (also discussed in reference to Gates's approach in a/). 20 Recording of her performance from the period subsequent to the direct work with Forsythe (National Ballet of Canada, 1992) reveals a legible musical accentuation. In distinction from
Gates who plays with accents by crossing the musical metre at times, Lamy didactically guides the viewer to observe entire phrases. In other words, if Lamy's dance were a spoken text, she would be an orator who carefully spaces out the sentences, while clearly delineating beginnings, endings and accents in between. In the interview Lamy explained that the solo was an opportunity to show her versatility and to guide the viewer through the score. To achieve this, she imagined herself as a 'persona' -an imaginary 'French woman' who could perform with a great dynamic range, sometimes 'slowly, and sometimes really quickly':
I gave myself a French persona -quirky, sassy, sensual, a kind of being who could do anything -from the quick footwork, to big jumps, ...a lot of turning. It was about trying to be as versatile as possible within that solo and playing with the musicality. (Lamy, interview, 15 April 2011) This variant of an autobiographical approach, which blends real life and fictional imagery is distinct from the previous type of nonfictional accounts and rather might be understood as a docufictional approach. The concept is explained by film theorist Jean-Pierre Candeloro as an intertextual device, which emerges when 'real life' references are reorganised through formal tools and then 'put together' with fictional elements to achieve a 'quasi-documentary dimension' (Candeloro, 1999 (Candeloro, /2000 . French art theorist Nicolas Bourriaud finds docufiction used as a performative device in 'altermodern' contemporary art, and describes
The second detail was commissioned by NBOC in 1991, and later that year it was reframed as the first part of The 20 loss of the small detail (1991) in Frankfurt Ballet. Lamy created the role in the Canadian version, and her dance was the basis of Tracy's variation, in some part rechoreographed by Forsythe with his troupe later. ! 32 artists as 'semionauts', creators of 'paths in a landscape of signs'. Such an intervention implies hybridisation, the weaving and establishing of certain connections between the self and the other (Bourriaud, 2009, 102) . Similarly, the dancers interviewed sometimes blended conceptual pathways through their noncharacter roles, in order to express something about their artistic identities. Lamy, for example, wanted the choreographer and the spectators to notice her bold performing, versatility and musicality.
Similarly narrator's presence in the text (2009, (31) (32) (2008, 11) . As Altman illustrates, '[i]n scientific terms, there is no doubt that sunshine requires the action of heat-producing explosions'; in a text, however, the sun's shining does not necessarily produce a sense of a narrative, but rather provides the effect of 'no more than atmosphere', which is in contrast with 'a story of sun's decision to continue shining in spite of humanity's wrongdoing' (Altman, 2008, 11 companies and in different proximity to the choreographer. Both independently described distinctive story-like events, and have translated them into visible effects in performance. As an illustration, I use the transition between the opening man's solo (adagio) and the following section (allegro) in which the man, initially alone, is joined by two female demi-soloists. As the piano and violin quieten, the man crouches on the floor, curling his back and closing into himself. At the onset of the rousing violin music, two women come in. At this moment many soloists hunker down and gaze low, but Konvalina prolongs the moment of turning into the crouching position, by slowing down the bending action, while sending a glance across the room. Although the moment does not last long, he makes us take note of the music's decrescendo, but also announces that something is going to happen. This accent, in fact, anticipates the onset of the jittery music when the two women enter, which is why Konvalina's approach implies a particular musical reading -the significance of the major shift from adagio into allegro. Nevertheless, the action also may be understood as a narrative approachthe two women represent someone (or something) familiar only to the man, who knows that they may appear and awaits their arrival. In comparison, Cook in his performance bows down in a more direct and quicker squat and remains passive for longer; he seems to notice the two dancers for the first time after he has risen from the crouching position, by which time the nervous music is already playing and the women circle around him on their whirlwind paths.
The contrast is in nuances, but it is very important. Konvalina's accentuation alerts the viewer to the significance of the first musical shift and suggests that the climax of the variation may be seen to occur in the middle of the dance. The finale of the variation with six women joining the man in his case is a progression simply stemming from the earliest major shift in
Hindemith's music. The sense of the 'dramatic' arc in Cook's approach is quite different --the shift from the opening adagio into allegro does not seem noticeable, certainly not a major (p. 5), but also again show that a dancer's interpretation may uncover less observed possibilities in a dance text.
It is nonetheless important to note that a performer who uses imaginary storyboarding may not necessarily produce characterisation in performance. I do not suggest that either dancer created the man's role as a cohesive character in 'Melancholic', although certain moments suggested personality traits and led to Bal's character portraiture. The imagined story might progress from Kirby's non-matrixed performing into a different mode such as 'received acting' (p. 16), depending on the degree of specificity applied by the dancer in performance.
This may remind us of Bull's observation about the importance of the performer's restraint, when she wished to avoid conveying a 'domestic drama' in Steptext (p. 21).
V CLUSTERS OF MULTI-DIRECTIONAL APPROACHES: CONCLUSIONS
While the modalities listed above may not be the only possible non-matrixed approaches, in the selected repertoire referred to here they stood out most strongly. The findings so far show that there is no single dominant conceptual approach favoured by dancers who embody noncharacter ballet roles. Furthermore, one modality rarely occurred in full isolation for a dancer.
Rather, this multifocality of the dancer's conceptualisation of the noncharacter stands out as the strongest overall impression. Gates, who thought in structural terms (polyrhythms, a/), also found a metaphoric image of a musical instrument (d/) in 'Tracy's role'. Cook's vivid account of the 'Melancholic' emphasised a possibility of a dramatic storytelling (e/), yet his overarching idea about the dance was the structural principle of 'theme and variations' (which aligns with a/) (Cook, interview, 9 December 2011) . As Forskitt found in her solo and the duet (pp. 22-23), the dancer in one role may develop different conceptual images as leads in different parts of the same dance work.
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Juxtaposing the different noncharacter roles may help the dancer to articulate intricate features of each discrete dance work, as Caspersen expressed in her comparison between two Forsythe ballets (pp. 17-18) . Due to a deep familiarity with the style and repertoire, such cross-referencing between different texts in one choreographic opus was particularly emphasised by dancers from the choreographers' respective resident troupes. In either type of a company, dancers often saw their role in relation to other dances they performed in their careers. (Lamy, Yu) the otherness of avatars or docufictional entities (c/) was used, not necessarily to tell a story, but rather to support the performers' articulations of their positions as contributors and artistic subjects. While more research is needed, it is plausible that the conceptualisations may be seen as one aspect of the performer's critical interpretation (after Thom, 2003) , which in some cases may be seen as part of the dancer's agency.
Dancers
The analysis of the dancers' interpretations, or indeed agency within the socio-cultural context of different ballet companies as social structures was outside this article's scope. For now, it may be noted that by paying attention to dancers' relationships with their noncharacter roles we often also learn about the dancer's ideological position and impression about her/his own capability to act within a particular institutional and social production nexus (companychoreographer-dancers). Overall, different modalities in this research illustrate the flexibility of the noncharacter role as a performing framework. The noncharacter often functions as a fluid substrate, allowing various undercurrents beneath the embodied experience of the performer in a plotless work. Although some performers emphasised key differences between a leotard ballet role and the idea of 'the character' (d/), most did not reject images, micronarratives and personality traits, sometimes producing character portraits, and in rare cases, even storyboarding (e/). In some cases (as in Rodriguez's example), the dancer's approach revealed the potential of the 'body as a cognitive medium' (Kirsh, 2011, online), not necessarily aligning with any conceptual planning of the role.
All these modes together offer a deeper insight into the rich relationship between the dancer and the noncharacter role. The diversity and multimodality of dancers' approaches reveals why it is difficult to visualise their conceptualisations in this text as a binary, or even as a continuum of an axis (as in Kirby's proposal) . Rather, I propose that the territory of noncharacter performance is a multi-layered spectrum of dancers' approaches. In leotard ! 41 ballets by Balanchine and Forsythe there is a constellation composed of clusters of heterogeneous associations, none of which amounts to characterisation. Expanding our understanding of the dancer's polyvalent relationship with the noncharacter role helps a deeper understanding of the choreographic text, through the layers which the performer particularly aims to illuminate.
